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Single Particle Alignment Collective Rotation 



Cranking analysis: 

Angular momentum and moments of inertia as 

functions of the rotational frequency 
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Two simple examples: 

Á(1) = Á(2)
Rigid Rotor : 



Rotational bands in near-spherical nuclei ( ~1990’s) 



 Smooth rotational-like bands 

     E ~ Eo + A (I-Io)
2 

 Strong M1 transitions  

     and weak E2 cross-overs 

 B(M1) ~ 2-10 mN
2,  

 decreasing with spin. 

 Small deformations  e < 0.1 

 J(2)/B(E2) > 100 MeV-1/(eb)2 

Angular momentum generated by the recoupling of the protons 

and neutrons components (shears) 

B(M1), proportional to m
2   should decrease with I 

Properties of M1 Bands in the Pb Region 

S. Frauendorf, Nucl. Phys. A 557 (1993) 259c. 
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Properties of M1 Bands in the Pb Region 



Beautiful Data from Large Arrays ! 

Euroball and Gammasphere 



A Case Study:  199Pb(2)   



Accounting for Angular Momentum 



High-quality Spectra for  Lifetime Measurements  
197Pb(2)   



The Smoking Gun 



Other Regions  





Tilted Axis Cranking (TAC) 



Realistic Example: 

Neutron orbits 
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Realistic Example: Tilting the Axis 
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Strongly Coupled 

Aligned 



The Smoking Gun 



Closing and Opening Shears 



A.J.Simons et al.  PRL 91, 162501 (2003) 

Magnetic 

Rotation 

Anti -Magnetic 

Rotation 

Decreasing B(E2) 

Another Manifestation of the Shears Mechanism 





A Semi-classical Analysis:  Why? 

Shears angle appears to be the relevant degree of freedom. 

Can we use it to correlate the data? 







Perpendicular 

Coupling 



How About Effective Interactions? 







Effective P2 interaction can give rise to the rotational-like spectrum 

Particle-particle case will correspond to Anti-magnetic rotation 

A P2 Effective Interaction ? 



Dynamics of a P2 Interaction 
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A Possible Origin:  Particle-Vibration Coupling 
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For the Pb region: 



Although the main ingredients and the general properties of 

the shears bands are understood, the regularity of these bands 

remains an important theoretical question from a microscopic 

point of view.      

Conclusions 

Since their discovery in the 90’s the “unexpected” properties of the M1 
bands have been well established by a large amount of high quality data 
from large gamma-ray arrays. 

The rotational–like motion in these bands is generated from the closing of 
neutron and proton stretched structures (blades) resembling the picture of 
a shears.   

Indeed, the shears angle appears as the main degree of freedom and the 
mechanism is observed in several regions of the nuclear chart, near 
closed shells. 

Tilted Axis Cranking and phenomenological approaches provide, in 
general, a good description of many observables.   

Piet Van Isacker 




